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What’s questions are in the exam paper?

1. Section A – DNA
1. 4 mark

2. 6 mark

3. 9 mark

4. 12 mark

5. 14 mark

2. Section B – Live Theatre (Billy Elliot OR Shrek)
1. 6 mark

2. 9 mark



Reminders

• Exam will be 1 hour and 45 minutes long and will be 
out of 60 marks.

• Use only black pen.

• Cross out anything you do not want marked.

• Do not doodle on your paper!!!!





Section A 

ai – Performer perspective, 2 examples of specified skill (either 
voice or movement) link both to one line of selected 
character’s dialogue and justify what it will tell the audience 
about the character. 4 marks

aii- Performer perspective, 3 examples of performance skills 
(voice and movement) link skills together to specific line of 
selected character’s dialogue and justify what it will tell the 
audience about the character. 6 marks



Section A - ai

4 mark Question

Make sure you READ what skill it wants you to focus on – eg, 
vocal or physical and which character you are referring to.

• Give two examples of the skill.

*Try to ensure that both examples compliment each other- e.g. talk about a gesture and a facial 
expression for the same line or section in the text or reference stage directions.

• Identify the skill, link to an adjective, make reference to line from text.

• Describe how you would present it.

• Explain why you’ve made those acting choices using evidence from the text.

• Analyse what this used of acting would do for the audience



Section A - aii

6 mark Question

Make sure you state THREE ways you would use the 
performance skills.

*Try to ensure that both examples compliment each other- e.g. talk about a tone and a facial expression 
for the same line or section in the text or reference stage directions.

• Think identify the skill, link to an adjective, make reference to line from text.

• Describe how you would present it.

• Explain why you’ve made those acting choices using evidence from the text.

• Analyse what this used of acting would do for the audience.

bout the relationships between characters, to help establish how and why the selected character might 
react and respond in the way they do.



Section A 

bi –

Director perspective

Refer to ONE of the theatrical elements listed

Make reference to the original context of the play, explain how 
your ideas or similar or in contrasts

Give 3 examples of how you would direct the element

Explain how your ideas would bring the extract to life for the 
audience. 9 marks



Context and Themes



Context of DNA- 1st 

example

DNA was written and first performed in 

2007. 

Dennis Kelly was heavily influenced by 

the contextual events that were 

happening around this time which is 

powerfully represented throughout the 

play. 

Tony Blair was the Prime Minster of UK 

from 1997-2007.

One of his key policies focused on law 

and order ‘tough on crime, tough on 

causes of crime. 

He was tough on anti-social behaviour, 

which meant bringing harm, harassment, 

alarm or distress to others.  

How 

does this 

link to 

DNA? 



Context of DNA- 2nd 

example

ASBOS were designed to address 

behaviour like intimidation, drunkenness, 

and violence to other individuals and 

their families, using civil orders rather 

than criminal sanctions. 

The orders restricted  behaviour in some 

way such as prohibiting a certain area or 

restricting public behaviour. Society saw 

the ASBO connected with young 

deliquents. 

Things to consider: 

How might the ASBO culture have 

influenced Dennis Kelly? 

How might this have effected the 

characters in DNA?

How 

does this 

link to 

DNA? 



DNA Context

• Written in 2007 by Dennis Kelly and commissioned for the NT Connections new writing project for 
teenage performers.

• First performed by a youth theatre group in 2008 at the Cottesloe Theatre, within the National 
Theatre, London.  Directed by Paul Miller.

• The designers for the first production staged the play on a bare proscenium arch stage with back 
projections to depict the street, woods and field.  Characters were dressed in a mixture of school 
clothes and casual wear.

• Reviews: On set design - “A camera prowls eerily through a wood on the video footage.” On 
performers – “Lea is played with both poignancy and spot-on comic timing”.

• The play is set in 21st century Britain, but the lack of phones and social media references mean that 
DNA is a timeless piece which could be set in many eras.  It is a play written for teenagers, about 
teenagers.



Section A - bi
9 Mark Question

I- Identify- the type of design element (set).

D- Describe- what does it look like?

E- Explain why you have made those design choices and how 

you’re ideas are similar or different to the original play 

(context)

A- Analyse how you would bring the extract to life for the 

audience

You will be asked to answer this question from a DIRECTOR Point of 
View.  You should start sentences with ‘As a Director……’ 



Section A 
bii- Director perspective

• Voice- Focus on the delivery of specific 

lines and consider tone, pitch, pace and 

pause.

• Physicality-Consider levels, gestures, facial 

expressions, body language, posture and 

subtext.

• Stage directions and stage space- Consider 

the physical stage space and any 

restrictions, levels and proxemics.

12 marks

• Demonstrate your understanding of how a 

director would work with a performer.

• Discuss a range of options and pick the 

best one.

• Refer to the given extract and the play as a 

whole.

• Focus on impact on the audience.

• Link all performance skills together.



Section A - bii

12 Mark Question

I- Identify- a skill .

D- Describe- what does it look like?

E- Explain how this would be similar/ different in the portrayal 

of the character in the complete play.

A- Analyse - what this communicates to the audience

You will be asked to answer this question from a DIRECTOR Point of 
View.  You should start sentences with ‘As a Director……’ 



Section A 
c- Designer perspective

• Choose and write about only one of 

the design elements from the list 

provided in the question.

• You will need to make 4 suggestions 

how you chosen design element 

could be used in the extract.

• Discuss your ideas in detail and 

consider different opinions of that 

design.

14 marks

• Show how your ideas enhance the 

extract. E.g. costume signify status.

• Make the audience central- how 

will your ideas affect the 

audience?

• Make links to other design elements 

and to the play as a whole.



Section A - c

12 Mark Question

I- Identify- the type of production element.

D- Describe- what does it look like? (use key terminology) 

E- Explain- how & why do you use it? Linking it to other design elements and the 

wider play

A- Analyse- what is the impact for the audience?

You will be asked to answer this question from a DESIGNER Point of 
View.  You should start sentences with ‘As a Designer……’ 



a = 2 examples =6 marks    b = 3 examples = 9 marks

• a Analysing
-Identify skill
- Describe how was used
- Explain why it was engaging or the 

impact it created
- Analyse what it added/ suggested  

(social/ historical/cultural) 
Why the performer/ director/ designer 
made those decisions

• b Evaluating
-Identify skill
- Describe how was used
- Explain why it was engaging or the 

impact it created
- Analyse what it added/ suggested  

(social/ historical/cultural) 
Why the performer/ director/ designer 
made those decisions
• - Did you think the decisions made 

were good? Support with reasons.
• How did the decisions made make 

you feel?


